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(between฀ two฀ countries),฀ demographic฀ trends฀ (more฀ or฀ less฀ growing฀population),฀ and฀
economic฀activity฀ (varying฀ importance฀of฀ the฀primary,฀ secondary฀and฀tertiary฀sectors).฀
The฀ﬁnal฀selection฀includes฀two฀communes฀with฀a฀strong฀tourism฀sector,฀mostly฀deve-













themes฀ of฀ conﬂicts.฀Then,฀ noticing฀ that฀ a฀ substantial฀ part฀ of฀ the฀ texts฀was฀not฀ about฀
conﬂicts฀but฀about฀values฀associated฀with฀the฀communal฀forest,฀we฀deﬁned฀the฀thematic฀









(forestry,฀ farming฀ and฀ pasturing,฀ industry฀ and฀ craftsmanship).฀ It฀ is฀ in฀ the฀ communes฀
where฀tourism฀is฀not฀the฀predominant฀occupation,฀where฀the฀primary฀sector฀is฀not฀mar-
ginalised฀in฀local฀governance฀and฀where฀tourism฀valorises฀the฀local฀patrimony,฀that฀there฀












from฀ the฀ analysis฀ of฀ the฀ twenty฀ one฀ local฀ organisations฀ inform฀our฀ question฀ of฀ inno-
vation฀of฀and฀in฀the฀Alps.฀The฀ﬁrst฀is฀that฀the฀organisations฀differ฀according฀to฀(a)฀the฀
type฀of฀actor฀controlling฀the฀process฀–฀either฀governmental฀or฀non-governmental฀-฀and฀
(b)฀ the฀outcome฀of฀ the฀ actions฀–฀ either฀ to฀ reproduce฀or฀ change฀ social฀ structures.฀The฀
second฀ﬁnding฀was฀ to฀ realise฀ that฀ the฀ capacity฀ to฀ change฀ social฀ structures฀depends฀on฀





































of฀ forest฀ related฀ interactions฀ reveals฀ constraints฀which฀ impact฀ probably฀ also฀ the฀ inno-









of฀constraints฀ local฀actors฀ face฀when฀ they฀attempt฀ to฀manage฀conﬂicts฀at฀a฀ local฀ level,฀
hence฀to฀change฀governance฀structures฀and฀innovate฀for฀addressing฀new฀issues.฀
Albeit฀the฀mentioned฀limits,฀the฀power฀of฀action฀and฀innovation฀particular฀to฀local฀actors-










The฀analysis฀of฀ alpine฀ actors’฀perceptions฀ related฀ to฀ their฀ communal฀ forests฀ reveal฀ the฀































































project฀ its฀ identity฀ into฀ the฀ future.฀An฀ innovation฀needs฀ therefore฀ to฀solve฀or฀mitigate฀
conﬂicts฀and฀to฀address฀issues฀perceived฀by฀this฀collectivity฀as฀threatening฀or฀determining฀
for฀its฀prospect.฀















Figure 1: Social agency in communal forests :selection of communes in the Swiss and French Alps. (Finger-Stich (2005))

